
Chapter Twelve: 

The Meaning ofHAYAH 
~ 

T he evidence from qualified Hebrew scholars is that 
HAYAH can be translated "became" or "had become" in 

Genesis 1:2. I believe the evidence shows that HAYAH should 
be, not just could be, translated that way. If we are seeking 
an informationally correct translation rather than merely a 
grammatically correct translation, then we must be willing 
to look afresh at God's choice of this word in this passage. 
WE MUST NOT LET OUR PRECONCEIVED IDEAS 
OVERSHADOW WHAT GOD REVEALS. What informa
tion was God trying to communicate? Genesis was written 
in ancient Hebrew, to ancient Hebrews, for ancient Hebrews, 
by an ancient Hebrew. lt seems to me that the only way to 
understand this Divine communiqué is by fully appreciating 
the mindset of the ancient Hebrews. I'm not sure that is pos
sible. However, the morewethink like ancient Hebrews, the 
better we will be able to translate Genesis 1:2 information
ally. This task goes far beyond finding seven verses where 
HAYAH is used one way, thirteen verses where it is used 
another way, and another sixteen verses where it is used in 
a third way. We need to dig deeper than that. We need to 
understand what thought process went through the minds 
of the ancient Hebrews when HAYAH was employed. What 
did the word mean to them? Look again at what Strong s 
Dictionary of the Hebrew Language49 said a bout HAYAH. 
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"H1961. hayah, haw-yaw'; a prim. root; to exist, i.e. be or 
become, come to pass (always emphatic, and not a mere 
copula or auxiliary) ... " 

James Strong said that HAYAH is nota mere copula. This 
is important. A copula is a word, usually a verb, that con
nects or links a subject to a predicate. I gave the example of 
how in the Hebrew thought process I would say, "Linda Dill 
my wife," rather than, "Linda Dill is my wife." This may 
sound strange to us modern English speakers, but ancient 
Hebrew people didn't think like we think. They didn't think 
in terms of HAYAH being a connecting word. This means we 
should be cautious in translating HAYAH in the sense of a 
connecting word. Remember what Martin Anstey expressed 
in The Romance of Bible Chronology.50 

"When a Hebrew writer makes a simple affirmation, or 
merely predicates the existence of anything, the verb hayah 
is never expressed. Where it is expressed it must always be 
translated by our verb to become, never by the verb to be, if 
we desire to convey the exact shade of the meaning of the 
Original." 

I want to point out something about the English word 
"was." "Was"' has numerous meanings. Look it up in a dic
tionary and you can easily find several definitions. Even 
if I translated Genesis 1:2 as, "and the earth WAS without 
form, and void," it could still describe a dynamic condition. 
Examine this sentence: "I broke my wife's favorite ftower 
vase, and she was mad." What does "was" mean in this sen
tence? lt obviously means that she got mad. She became 
angry. She wasn't in a constant, unchanging state of anger. 
Because I broke her favorite vase, she changed from a con
dition of not being mad to a condition of being mad. We 
understand the meaning of "was" because we understand the 
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context of the sentence. We understand the true meaning of 
my sentence because we automatically determine the exact 
shade of meaning of "was." You would get the wrong idea 
about my wife if you failed to understand the various mean
ings of "was." If you translated my sentence into another 
language, you could produce a grammatically correct transla
tion that failed to convey the truth. If you didn 't understand 
the many nuances of "was" in English, you could make 
people think she was always mad. The only way to trans
late my sentence correctly is if you understood the English
speaking mind. If you didn't think like an English speaker, 
you wouldn 't be a bie to translate it in a way that captured 
the correct information. The same is true of ancient Hebrew. 
We can't fully understand ancient Hebrew if we don't fully 
understand the ancient Hebrew mind. So, let's delve deeper 
into the ancient Hebrew mind. I think this comment from The 
Complete Word Study Old Testament, King James Version51 

will help clarify the ancient Hebrew thinking process con
cerning the idea of being or existence when the verb HAYAH 
was used. 

"1961. Hayah; probably related to hawah (1933), "to 
breathe." This verb means to exist, to be, to become, to come 
to pass, to be done, to happen, to be finished. lt is notabie 
that this verb was not used in a copulative construction in 
Hebrew. Bowman maintains that the Hebrews thought only 
in dynamic categories, notstatic ones." 

What does it mean that they thought only in dynamic cat
egories, notstatic on es? lt means they used HAYAH when they 
wanted to express the idea of dynamic existence. Generally, 
they didn't use it when the thought of static existence was to 
be expressed. Let me show how English thought differs from 
Hebrew thought. Consider these two statements: 
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1) I am Steven Dill. 
2) I am president of the Jefferson County Veterinary 

Medica! Association. 

Does the "am" in statement one mean the exact same 
thing as the "am" in statement two? No, the first "am" con
veys an idea of static existence. The second "am" conveys 
an idea of dynamic condition. I haven 't always been the 
president of my local veterinary medica! association. I won 't 
always beits president. President or not, I remain Steven Dil I. 
These re present two different categories of "being;" two dif
ferent kinds of "am." In the minds of the ancient Hebrews, 
the concept of me "being" president of a local association 
would be expressed using HAYAH. It's a dynamic condi
tion. HAYAH would not be used for the idea of me "being" 
Steven Dill. That's a static condition. Hebrew distinguishes 
between these two ideas, as do other languages. Spanish for 
instance, uses two verbs for "to be." The first is SER and the 
second is ESTAR. In Spanish I would ask you the question, 
GQue ES su apellido? What is your surname? Your surname 
is more or less a permanent description or characteristic of 
you; therefore ES (a form of the verb SER) is used. In con
trast, I would ask you, GComo ESTÁ usted? How ARE you? 
Since your present condition of health is not so permanent, 
ESTAR is the verb of choice. Spanish goes a step farther by 
expressing some characteristics in terms of "having" rather 
than in terms of "being." In English, I would say, "I am 
hungry." In Spanish, I would say, "Yo tengo hambre," which 
literally means, "I have hunger." I am not the same thing as 
hunger; hungerand I are not equivalent. I'm sure many other 
languages make these same distinctions in various ways. In 
English, however, we use the same word for both concepts 
of "being." I am not a Hebrew scholar, but since Hebrew 
scholars have said it, I can say it too: Generally, HAYAH is 
used for dynamic categories or conditions, and not as a static 
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linking word. What kinds of conditions were generally con
sidered dynamic? The answer is simple. Any condition that 
is not statie, any condition that has changed, is changing, or 
will change, was thought of as being dynamic. Let's look at 
some examples. 

HAYAH (in bold print) Used for Dynamic Conditions 
of Being 

Geographical Location 

Gen. 38:5 "And she yet again conceived, and bare a son; and 
called his name Shelah: and he was at Chezib, when she bare 
him." (KN) 

HAYAH is used here because this Canaanite woman 
(Shuah's daughter) was at Chezib when she gave birth to 
Shelah, Judah's son. Geographicallocation was not thought 
of as a permanent condition or state. It was dynamic. The 
third HAYAH in Genesis 39:2 is another example of how 
location was thought of as a dynamic condition. 

Gen. 39:2 "And the LORD was with Joseph, and he was a 
prosperous man; and he was in the house of his master the 
Egyptian." (KJV) 

Joseph was in his master's house, but his location was 
not statie. Position is dynamic. This is why HAYAH is used. 
lfl wanted to teil you my current location in English, I would 
say, "I am upstairs." If I wanted to say it in Hebrew, I would 
want to use HAYAH. Without it, I could be misunderstood as 
saying that I am a hallway, three bedrooms, two bathrooms, 
and an office. HAYAH would indicate that "upstairs" is my 
dynamic position and not my static being. 
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Temporal Conditions 

While we're looking at Genesis 39:2, note the first two 
HAYAH's. Having the Lord's presence was a dynamic condi
tion . The ancient Hebrews considered the Lord's presence 
as an indicator of His blessing and approval. They didn 't 
think of God 's presence with them as an absolute permanent, 
static condition. God was always with them in one sense, He 
is omnipresent, but He wasn't "with" them when they were 
outside His will. God's presence intheir lives was dynamic. 
The second HAYAH in Genesis 39:2 was also a dynamic con
dition. Joseph's condition of prosperity was not permanent 
either. He would soon be cast into prison. 

A ge 

Gen. 17: 1 "And when Abram was ninety years old and nine, 
the LORD appeared to Abram, and said unto him, I am the 
Almighty God; walk before me, and bethou perfect." (KJV) 

Apparently the ancient Hebrews generally viewed a 
person's age as a dynamic condition. I am 59, but my age 
is dynamic. Again, since I am a little more familiar with 
Spanish, I can understand why the Hebrews would think in 
this fashion. Spanish-speaking people don't expressage the 
way English-speaking people do. If I gave my age in Spanish, 
I would say "Tengo cincuenta y nueve afios;" which literally 
means, "I have fifty -nine years." To an ancient Hebrew my 
age would be dynamic. I have become 59. I haven't always 
been 59, and Lord willing, I won't always be 59. We could 
translate Genesis 17:1 as, "And when Abram became ninety
nine years old . .. " (Note that HAYAH is not used in, "I am the 
Almighty God," but it is used in, "be thou perfect." There 
is a distinction between God's being and our being that I'll 
explain shortly.) 
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Occupation or Activity 

Age wasn't the only thing they viewed as dynamic. A 
person's occupation,job, or activity could also be considered 
dynamic. I am a veterinarian, but I haven't always been one. 
HAYAH would be used if I said, "I am a veterinarian." The 
tricky part in some of these conditions is trying to determine 
what it means to be something. There could be a difference 
in what is means by saying I am a veterinarian. In one sense 
I could say that I will always be a veterinarian even if I retire 
and no Jonger actively practice veterinary medicine. Yet, in 
another sense, if I am not actually being a veterinarian, I am 
not a veterinarian. Here is an example: 

Gen. 40:13 "Yet within three days shall Pharaoh lift up thine 
head, andrestore thee unto thy place: and thou shalt deliver 
Pharaoh 's cup into his hand, after the former manner when 
thou wast his butler." (KJV) 

Being Pharaoh's butler wasn't a permanent state for this 
poor fellow. He had been Pharaoh's butler, but now found 
bimself in jail along with Joseph and the Pharaoh's former 
baker. He was no Jonger Pharaoh's butler. His occupation 
was a dynamic condition. HAYAH is used to express this 
idea. Fortunately for him, being in jail was also a dynamic 
condition. He was going to become Pharaoh's butler once 
again. (Unfortunately for the baker, he was going to be exe
cuted.) This concept isn't too difficult for us to understand. 
He WAS a butler one day and he WASnota butler the next. 
His condition was dynamic. There are other examples that 
aren 'tas easily understood. 
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Some Physical Characteristics 

Gen. 29:17 "Leah was tender eyed; but Rachel was beautiful 
and well favoured ." (KJV) 

Note that the first "was" is italicized. There is no "was" 
here; HAYAH is not used. Commentators describe Leah's 
condition as being one of poor eyesight. The ancient Hebrew 
mind apparently thought that poor eyesight was a perma
nent condition. HAYAH wasn't required to describe it. They 
might think differently today in our world of eyeglasses, 
contacts, and laser surgery. In contrast to Leah's eye condi
tion, whatever it was, Rachel was beautiful and well favored . 
Outward beauty is a fading quality. I'm sure the ancient 
Hebrews understood that. Our culture certainly believes it. 
We spend billions of dollars every year trying to retain the 
appearance of youth and beauty. Rachel was beautiful, but 
outward beauty is not a permanent condition. Now, there 
could be another thought here. This verse could be implying 
that Rachel grew to become beautiful. The Hebrew words 
describe both her form and her face. 

Gen. 29:17 "And Leah 's eyes were weak, but Rachel was 
beautiful of form and face." (NASB) 

Gen. 29:17 "Leah had weak eyes, but Rachel was lovely in 
form, and beautiful ." (NIV) 

Gen. 29:17 "And the eyes of Leah were tender; but Rachel 
was of beautiful form and beautiful countenance." (DNT) 

Gen. 29: 17 "and the eyes of Leah are tender, and Rachel 
bath been fair of form and fair of appearance." (YLT) 
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The emphasis of the dynamic HAYAH could be what 
Rachel came to be or what she became as she grew to wom
anhood. lt seems to me that this is a reference to her form. 
Without trying to be crude, it seems to refer to her bodily 
form, her figure. She had a great tigure and she was beautiful. 
Little girls are cute, they may even be beautiful, but having a 
beautiful form is sarnething that comes to be. Anyway, what
ever her conditions were, they were dynamic 

Moral, Spiritual, or Behaviaral Characteristics 

Gen. 6:9 "These are the generations of Noah: Noah was a 
just man and perfect in his generations, and Noah walked 
with God." (KJV) 

Noah was a just man, but since he was born of Adam's 
line, we know he was also a sinner. He was born a sinner. He 
wasn't always a just man, but he did become one. We also 
know that he wouldn't always remain in that state. He would 
sin again. HAYAH is used to express this kind of dynamic 
"was." God was pleased with Noah's goodness, but see how 
God contrasts rnan's being with His own being. Look at 
these different forms of being. 

Lev. 11:45 "For I am the LORD that bringeth you up out of 
the land of Egypt, to be your God: ye shall therefore be holy, 
for I am holy." (KJV) 

HAYAH is necessary to describe man being holy because 
being holy isn't sarnething we are. lt is sarnething we can 
become. This passage could be translated, "ye shall therefore 
become holy." Now, look at the second "am." lt is in italics: 
"for I am holy." No HAYAH is used because God's state of 
Holiness is statie, unchanging, and permanent. God doesn't 
"become" Holy. God is not dynamically Holy. God IS Holy. 
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He always has been and He always will be. We are not holy 
in the same sense that God is Holy. Do you begin to see what 
HAYAH meant to the ancient Hebrews? This doesn't mean 
that HAYAH should always be translated "became." Other 
translations are equally valid, but we must remember that 
when they are used, generally they are not used to imply a 
condition of static being. Genesis 1:2 does not describe a 
static condition of the earth. lt describes a dynamic condi
tion, a condition that had changed. The earth had changed 
from a condition of not being "without form, and void," to 
a condition of being "without form, and void." This is what 
HAYAH conveys. This is what the ancient Hebrews would 
havethought. 

Let's examine this in more detail. I have searched the 
Book of Genesis to find all the instances of HAYAH. As I 
said earlier, this was done manually and not by computer, 
so it is quite possible that I missed some. I know that some
where, some Hebrew scholar has already done this and did a 
much better job, but I don't have that information before me. 
Besides, I wanted to make sure for myself that what I have 
read a bout HAYAH was accurate. So, even if I didn 't find all 
the uses of HAYAH, I think you will still see how HAYAH 
should be translated "became" or "had become" in Genesis 
1:2. What follows is a list of the English translations (KJV) 
of HAYAH from the Book of Genesis. The list is in alphabet
ical order, and I included in brackets [] the number of times 
HAYAH is translated the way it is. Note that I have marked 
the first listing with an asterisk. These eight instances are 
cases where HAYAH is actually in the Hebrew text, but no 
form of the verb is translated directly in the King larnes 
Bible. In these cases the HAYAH is indirectly expressed in 
the context of the translation. I'm not going to worry about 
how HAYAH can NOT be translated; I have enough prob
Ierus with how it CAN be translated. 
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HAYAH in Genesis (KJV) 

.: [8] 1:5, 1:8, 1:13, 1:19, 1:23, 1:31, 15:12,32:8 
aD! [3] 42:11,42:31,42:36 
~ [3] 17:1, 24:60, 38:23 
became [9] 2:7, 2:10, 19:26, 20:12, 21:20, 24:67 47:20, 
47:26,49:15 
become [8] 3:22, 9:15, 18:18, 32:10, 34:16, 37:20, 48: 19, 
48:19 
he.en [1] 47:9 
b.:u.il.t [ 1] 4: 17 
taiW! [1] 15:1 
came to pass [64] 4:3,4:8, 4,14, 6:1,7:10,8:6,8:13, 11:2, 
12:11,12:14,14:1,15:17,19:17,19:29,19:34,20:13,21:22, 
22:1,22:20,24:15,24:22,24:30, 24:52,25:11, 26:8,26:32, 
27:1,27:30, 29:10, 29:13, 29:23, 29:25, 30:25, 30:41' 31:10, 
34:25, 35:17, 35:18, 35:22, 37:23, 38:1, 38:9, 38:24, 38:27, 
38:28,38:29,39:5,39:7,39:10,39:11,39:13,39:15,39:18, 
39:19, 40:1, 40:20, 41:1, 41:8, 41:13, 42:35, 43:2, 43:21, 
44:24,48:1 
come to pass [9] 4:14, 9:14, 12:12, 24:14, 24:43, 27:40, 
44:31, 46:33, 47:24 
continually [ 11 8:5 
contjnued [1] 40:4 
had [6] 11:3, 11:3, 12:16, 13:5, 26:14, 30:43 
had been [2] 13:3,31:42 
hadst [1] 30:30 
bath been [3] 31:5,46:32, 46:34 
llilR [1] 32:5 
~ [1] 33:9 
kt [1] 1:6 
.k1...hf [10] 1:3, 1:6, 1:14, 1:14, 1:15, 13:8, 24:51, 26:28, 
31:44, 37:27 
may be [1] 21:30 
mayest be [1] 28:3 
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might be [I] 30:34 
seemed [2J 19:14, 29:20 
shall be [45] 1:29,2:24,3:5,4:14,6:3,6:19,6:21,9:2,9:3, 
9:11,9:13,9:16,9:25,9:26,9:27, 15:5, 15:13, 17:5, 17:11, 
17:13, 17:16, 17:16, 27:33, 27:39, 28:14, 28:21, 28:22, 
30:32, 31:8, 31:8, 34:10, 35:10, 35:11,41:27,41:36,41:36, 
44:10,44:10,44:17,47:24,48:5,48:6,48:21,49:17,49:26, 
shall have [1] 18:12 
shaltbe [6]4:12, 12:2,17:4,24:41,41:40,45:10 
shall seem [1] 27:12 
should be [3] 2:18, 18:25, 38:9 
~ [5] 10:8, 17:7, 18:11,34:22,39:10 
.IDlS. [68] 1:2, 1:3, 1:7, 1:9, 1:11, 1:15, 1:24, 1:30,2:5, 3:1, 
3:20, 4:2,4:2, 4:20, 4:21, 5:32, 6:9, 7:6, 7:12, 7:17, 10:9, 
10:10, 10:19, 10:30, 11:1, 11:30, 12:10, 13:6, 13:7, 15:17, 
17:1, 21:20, 23:1, 25:20, 25:27, 26:1, 26:1, 26:28, 26:34, 
27:30,29:17, 30:29, 31:40, 35:3, 35:5, 35:16, 36:12, 37:2, 
38:5, 38:7, 38:21, 38:22, 39:2, 39:2, 39:2, 39:5, 39:6, 39:20, 
39:21, 39:22,41:13,41:53,41:54,41:54,41:56,42:5,47:28, 
50:9 
IDlSt [ 1] 40: 13 
li.e[f [37] 1:5, 1:8, 1:13, 1:19, 1:23, 1:31,2:25,4:8,5:4,5:5, 
5:8,5:11,5:14,5:17,5:20,5:23,5:27,5:31,6:4,7:10,9:18, 
9:29, 11:32, 25:3, 26:35, 27:23, 30:42, 34:5, 34:25, 35:22, 
35:28, 36:7' 36:11' 36: 13, 36:14, 36:22, 41:48 
will be [9] 16: 12, 17:8, 26:3, 28:20, 31:3, 34: 15, 44:9,47:19, 
47:25 

HAYAH is translated "became" or "become" 17 times 
whi1e it is translated "was" or "wast" 69 times. I think at 
this point some people wiJl say, "See, there are 69 votes for 
'was' and on1y 17 votes for 'became."' From this they might 
conclude that "was" is the winner. They might conclude that 
Genesis 1:2 must be translated "was." But if you include 
the phrases "came to pass," "come to pass," and, "came," 
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which mean the same thing as "became" and "become," then 
you add 74 translations in favor of "became." This makes 
a total of 91 times that HAYAH is used to mean "coming to 
be," a dynamic being and not a static being. HAYAH is used 
22 more times to describe a form of "coming to be" than it 
is used to describe a form of "was." How can anyone say 
HAYAH can't be translatedas "became?" 

If I say, "the earth was without form, and void," what 
does "was" mean? Is "was" always "was" as some say it was, 
or was "was" sarnething else that God said it was? (I've been 
sitting at this keyboard too long!) The HAYAH of Genesis 
1:2 is translated "was." Some claim that this is the only way 
it can be translated. Is that true? Is this "was" the same kind 
of "was" as all the other translations of "was?'' The only way 
to answer this is to look at all the HAYAHs in Genesis that 
are translated "was." We canthen see if they always express 
the exact same idea or concept. Please note: I am only going 
to look at the Book of Genesis. I know this puts an artificial 
limit on how much we can learn about HAYAH, but to do 
a complete Old Testament study of HAYAH is beyond the 
scope of this book and beyond my abilities. Hebrew scholars 
have written numerous hooks on the use of HAYAH, so ifyou 
want to know more, you can easily continue your research. 
My purpose in writing this section about HAYAH is to prove 
three things. 

1. Many of the "was" translations actually express an idea 
of "become" or "come to pass." 

2. Most of the "was" translations are a different form of the 
verb than in Genesis 1 :2. 

3. The exact same form of HAYAH is elsewhere translated 
"become" or "became." 
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HAYAH Translated as "Was" or "Wast" in the KN 

WAS 

Gen. 1:2 "And the earth was without form, and void; and 
darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of 
God moved u pontheface of the waters." 

Since the HAYAH in Genesis 1:2 is the one in question, 
let's leave it untillast. Let's skip ahead to HAYAH in Genesis 
1:3. 

Gen. 1:3 "And God said, Let there be light and there was 
light." 

HAYAH is used twice. "BE" and "WAS" are both transla
tions of HAYAH. What is literally said is, "God said, 'light, 
COME TO BE' and light CAME TO BE." He spoke light 
into being. Light's existence was a dynamic condition. lt 
came into being. We could substitute, "and it became light," 
and it would actually make more sense. The same can be 
said of God's other creative commands. They all CAME TO 
BE at God's command. 

Gen. 1:7 "And God made the firmament, and divided the 
waters which were under the firmament from the waters 
which were above the firmament: and it was so." 

Gen. 1:9 "And God said, Let the waters under the heaven 
be gathered together unto one place, and let the dry land 
appear: and it was so." 

Gen. 1: 11 "And God said, Let the earth bring forth grass, the 
herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit after his 
kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the earth: and it was so." 
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Gen. 1:15 "And let them be for lights in the firmament of the 
heaven to give light upon the earth: and it was so." 

Gen. 1:24 "And God said, Let the earth bring forth the living 
creature after his kind, cattle, and creeping thing, and beast 
of the earth after his kind: and it was so." 

Gen. 1:30 "And to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl 
of the air, and to every thing that creepeth upon the earth, 
wherein there is life, I have given every green herb for meat: 
and it was so." 

All these things became so. They weren't always so. 
"Was" is a good word but not "was" in the static sense. These 
things were dynamic intheir being. The Hebrews thought in 
dynamic categories. This is why they used HAYAH. 

Gen. 2:5 "And every plant of the field before it was in the 
earth, and every herb of the field before it grew: for the 
LORD God had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and 
there wasnota man to till the ground." 

In Genesis 2:5 we see another HAYAH. Here again, it 
indicates a dynamic condition. The word "before" shows 
that it is dynamic with respect to time. Plants were not, but 
now they soon would be. Very, very carefully now, contrast 
this with the last part of this sentence: "there was nota man 
to till the ground." No HAYAH is used bere; this "was" is 
in italics. Man was not created yet either. Earth was without 
plants and earth was without man, but HAYAH is not used in 
the case of man 's not being. Th is was a static condition as 
far as the earth was concerned. There had never been man; 
man was not. These two different uses of "was" in the same 
sentence and in the same context indicate that there was a 
difference between earth dynamically being without plants 
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and earth statically being without man. Whatever the ancient 
Hebrews thought about this, they made a distinction between 
plants "not being" and man "not being." They thought of 
"not being" in two different ways. The plants' "not being" 
was dynamic; it had changed. Man's "not being" was statie; 
man had never been. This, I believe, is an indication that 
plant life had been there before, but wasn't (a dynamic situ
ation) there now, while man had never (a static condition) 
been there. Such word usage helps support the Restoration 
Theory. 

Gen. 3: 1 "Now the serpent was more subtie than any beast of 
the field which the LORD God had made. And he said unto 
the woman, Yea, bath God said, Yeshall not eat of every tree 
of the garden?" 

Was the serpent more subtle, or did the serpent become 
more subtle? This presents the very same problem as the 
earth being or becoming without form, and void in Genesis 
1:2. There is very little context to give us the clues we need. 
What does subtie mean? The Hebrew word has two conno
tations, one is good and the other is bad. lt can mean "pru
dent" or it can mean "crafty." In this context of deceiving 
Eve, I can 't see how we can interpret this word except in its 
bad sense. The serpent "was" or "became" subtle, crafty, or 
shrewd. Had it always been that way? Had it always been 
able to speak? What kind of animal was this serpent? I have 
no answers. I know that the real culprit was Lucifer, the 
Great Deceiver, who is often called "the Serpent." I do not 
think the actual anima), whatever it was, was subtie in and of 
itself. lt became subtie only by the power of Lucifer. How 
can an animal be subtle, especially a reptile? While I am not 
a specialist in reptile medicine, I can say this with authority: 
Reptil es don 't have the neural capacity to be prudent, 
shrewd, subtle, or crafty. That's not what they are. That's not 
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their statie, permanent, ongoing condition or state. Even if 
this creature of God originally had cognizance and ad vaneed 
intelligence, I know God didn't create it shrewd or crafty in 
an evil sense. It wasn 't originally that way; it became that 
way. I don't think Lucifer possessed, indwelt, or controlled 
this reptile from the beginning of creation. I don 't think 
this animal's relationship with Lucifer was statie. I think it 
was dynamic. I think this reptile became subtie only when 
Lucifer acted upon it. The serpent, therefore, became subtle. 
This is what HAYAH expresses. I think HAYAH expresses 
the same thing about the earth becoming without form, and 
void. It wasn't its original condition. 

Gen. 3:20 "And Adam called his wife's name Eve; because 
she was the mother of all living." 

Now here's an interesting HAYAH. lt is translated "was," 
but what does it really mean? Eve wasn't the mother of 
all living at this point in time. In fact, she wasn 't yet the 
mother of anyone. However, she became the mother of all 
living. When we modern English speakers see "was" we 
tend to think in terms of the past. "I was in Scotland." "I 
was a sailor." "I was sleepy." Many creationists opposed to 
the Gap Theory say that this is the only way that HAYAH in 
Genesis 1 :2 can be translated. Th is verse shows that they are 
wrong. 1t would be poor English to say, "I was in Chicago 
next year." It wouldn't make sense to us to use "was" fora 
future condition, yet here we have HAYAH used for a future 
condition. lt's obvious that HAYAH doesn't always mean 
what some people want it to mean. Eve became the mother 
of all living. 

Gen. 4:2 "And she again bare his brother Abel. And Abel 
was a keeper of sheep, but Cain was a tiller of the ground." 
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As was true for Eve, soit was for Cain and Abel. At his 
birth, Abel was not a keeper of sheep. He became a keeper 
of sheep. Neither was Cain a tiller of the ground when he 
was born. Cain became a tiller of the ground. "Became" is 
a much better translation; it expresses the information more 
accurately. This same concept of "was" as a future event is 
seen in the next two passages as well. 

Gen. 4:20 "And Adah bare Jabal: he was the father of such 
as dweil in tents, and of such as have cattle." 

Gen. 4:21 "And his brother's name was Jubal: he was the 
father of all such as handle the harp and organ." 

Jabal and Ju bal were apparently inventors. Ja bal invented 
tents and Jubal invented musical instruments. At least this is 
what I have been told that being the "father of' something 
meant. They became inventors; they became the "fathers" of 
nomads (tent-dwellers with livestock) and musicians. There 
had been no nomads or musicians before this, but now there 
were. Whatever it meant, it didn't mean "was" in the sense 
of it being a statie, past event. "Was" in these two verse 
means "became." 

Gen. 5:32 "And Noah was five hundred years old: and Noah 
begat Shem, Ham, and Japheth." 

This HAYAH expresses the dynamic concept of a per
son's age. I've already mentioned this before. From now on, 
1'11 skip over the instances of HAYAH that have al ready been 
explained. 1'11 stilllist them, but unless I see some significant 
difference, I' ll not bother re-explaining my thoughts. 
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Gen. 6:9 "These are the generations of Noah: Noah was a 
just man and perfect in his generations, and Noah walked 
with God." 

Gen. 7:6 "And Noah was six hundred years old when the 
flood of waters was u pon the earth." 

Gen. 7:12 "And the rain was u pon the earth forty days and 
forty nights." 

Gen. 7:17 "And the flood was forty days upon the earth; and 
the waters increased, and bare up the ark, and it was lift up 
above the earth." 

The Flood was not always upon the earth. lt came upon 
the earth. The rain was not always on the earth. The rain 
came upon the earth for forty days and forty nights. These 
three verses in Genesis 7 express dynamic conditions. 

Gen. 10:9 "He was a mighty hunter befare the LORD: where
fore it is said, Even as Nimrod the mighty hunter befare the 
LORD." 

As we have seen, ex pressing a person 's occupation, 
activities, and actions are dynamic expressions in Hebrew. 
Nimrod wasn't always a mighty hunter; he became one. 

Gen. 10:10 "And the beginning of his kingdom was Babel, 
and Erech, and Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar." 

This HAYAH is dynamic because it describes the begin
ning of something. Nimrod didn't always have a kingdom. 

Gen. 10:19 "And the border of the Canaanites was from 
Sidon, as thou camest to Gerar, unto Gaza; as thou goest, 
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unto Sodom, and Gomorrah, and Admah, and Zeboim, even 
unto Lasha." 

Gen. 10:30 "And their dwelling was from Mesha, as thou 
goest unto Sephar a mount of the east." 

These two verses indicate geographicallocations. A per
son 's geographicallocation or position was a dynamic condi
tion in Hebrew thinking. Locations and boundaries change. 

Gen. 11:1 "And the whole earth was of one language, and of 
one speech." 

At first glance it may seem like we have finally found 
HAYAH used in a static sense. This isn't a situation where 
the population of the world became of one language. lt was 
already one language. Multiple languages may not have 
existed until after God confounded their speech at the Tower 
of Babel. If this is true, then it would be wrong to trans
late this, "And the whole earth became of one language ... " 
So wouldn 't it be equally wrong to translate Genesis 1:2 
as "became?" No, this HAYAH has an altogether different 
meaning bere. The key to interpreting this verse correctly is 
to remember that HAYAH has multiple meanings. It doesn't 
always translate as some form of "to be." It can also be trans
lated as a form of "to have." Go back and look at the list 
of different translations of HAYAH used in the King larnes 
Bible. Don 't let these other meanings of HAYAH throw you 
off track. Words that are spelled the same and sound the 
same don't always mean the same. We see this in English. 
"Ti re" means to become exhausted, but a "ti re" is sarnething 
you put on your car. "Fire" means sarnething is burning 
up, but "fire" also is what a boss does to an incompetent 
employee. The HAYAH in this verse is different than the 
HAYAH in Genesis 1:2. It does not mean that the people and 
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the language were identical. lt does not mean they were a 
language. It means they had one language. This is the way 
The New International Version, The New Revised Standard 
Version, The New King larnes Version, and several other ver
sions translate it. The New American Standard Bible doesn 't 
use "was" either. 

Gen. 11:1 "Now the whole world had one language and a 
common speech." (NIY) 

Gen. 11: 1 "Now the whole earth had one language and the 
same words." (NRSV) 

Gen. 11: I "Now the whole earth had one language and one 
speech." (NKJV) 

Gen. 11: 1 "Now the whole earth used the same language and 
the same words." (NASB) 

I think I would be on safe ground saying this passage is best 
understood as "the whole earth HAD one language," rather 
than "the whole earth WAS one language." These Hebrew 
scholars say so. You may disagree. That's your choice, but 
I have yet another Hebrew scholar who interpreted it in this 
fashion. I would be carefut disagreeing with Him. 

Gen. 11:6 "And the LORD said, Behold, the people is one, 
and they HAVE all one language; and this they begin to do: 
and now nothing will be restrained from them, which they 
have imagined to do." (KJV) 

I'm sure that He who created the Hebrew language 
understood the Hebrew language. God offers His own inter
pretation of Genesis 11: I in Genesis 11:6. He says, in dif
ferent words so as to make it clear, that they all "HAVE" 
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one language. He doesn 't use HAYAH in Genesis 11:6. (Note 
that even the "is" is in italics.) Genesis 11:6 gives us God's 
interpretation of Genesis 11: l. The HAYAH in Genesis 11:1 
doesn't have the same meaning as the HAYAH in Genesis 
I :2. lt doesn 't mean "to be," it means "to have." Therefore, 
no one can u se Genesis 11:1 as evidence against the Gap 
Theory. Some have tried this, but the only way they can do 
it is to interpret the HAYAH in Genesis 11: 1 in a way that not 
even God interprets it. 

Gen. 11:30 "But Sarai was harren; she had no child." 

It's true that Sarah didn't become harren. She already 
was harren. Being harren, however, is a medica! condition 
and such conditions were often thought of in terms of being 
dynamic. Now, I'm not sure how the ancient Hebrews viewed 
all the different medica! conditions. We have seen evidence 
that they viewed Leah's poor vision as a statie, non-changing 
condition. Whatever their thinking was about other medica! 
maladies, I know that barrenness was viewed as curse from 
God. To them it indicated, rightly or wrongly, God's disap
proval of them or of sarnething in their lives. This mindset 
pervarled their culture. It was a shame for a woman to be 
harren. Having children was, in their thought process, an 
indicator of God's presence in their lives. Being barren was 
an indicator that God was not with them. As we have seen 
before, the Hebrews didn 't think of God's approval as a static 
condition. The same was true of God's disapproval. They 
didn't think it was impossible to appease God and regain His 
presence and approval. They prayed, they obeyed the Law, 
they performed the rituals and offered the sacrifices hoping 
for this very thing. I cannot be certain, but it seems to me 
that when a woman was harren, she prayed and hoped for it 
to be a dynamic state, nota static one. This appears to be the 
thought process in the women mentioned in the Bible who 
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were harren. However they thought about it, in Sarah's case 
we know that it was a dynamic condition. She was barren at 
this point but she wouldn't always be harren. One day she 
would give birth to Isaac. Because of this, the HAYAH in 
Genesis 11:30 is also a dynamic "was." 

I wiil skip over the next several verses because we have 
already discussed similar uses of HAYAH. I want you tolook 
at them, however, so you can see for yourself how "came," 
"came to be," or "became" can often be a better translation. 

Gen. 12:10 "And there was a famine in the land: and Abram 
went down into Egypt to sojourn there; forthefamine was 
grievous in the land." 

Gen. 13:6 "And the land was not able to bear them, that they 
might dweil together: for their substance was great, so that 
they could notdweil together." 

Gen. 13:7 "And there was a strife between the berdmen 
of Abram's cattie and the berdmen of Lot's cattle: and the 
Canaanite and the Perizzite dweiled then in the land." 

Gen. 15:17 "And it came to pass, that, when the sun went 
down, and it was dark, behold a smoking furnace, and a 
burning lamp that passed between those pieces." 

Gen. 17:1 "And when Abram was ninety years old and nine, 
the LORD appeared to Abram, and said unto him, I am the 
Almighty God; walk before me, and bethou perfect." 

Gen. 21:20 "And God was with the lad; and he grew, and 
dwelt in the wilderness, and became an archer." 

Gen. 23:1 "And Sarah was an hundred and seven and twenty 
years old: these were the years of the life of Sarah." 
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Gen. 25:20 "And Isaac was forty years old when he took 
Rebekah to wife, the daughter of Bethuel the Syrian of 
Padanaram, the sister to Laban the Syrian." 

Gen. 25:27 "And the boys grew: and Esau was a cunning 
hunter, a man of the field; and Jacob was a plain man, 
dweiling in tents." 

Gen. 26:1 "And there was a famine in the land, beside the 
first famine that was in the days of Abraham. And Isaac went 
unto Abimelech king of the Philistines unto Gerar." 

Gen. 26:28 "And they said, We saw certainly that the LORD 
was with thee: and we said, Let there be now an oath betwixt 
us, even betwixt us and thee, and let us make a covenant 
with thee;" 

Gen. 26:34 "And Esau was forty years old when he took to 
wife Judith the daughter of Beeri the Hittite, and Bashemath 
the daughter of Elon the Hittite:" 

Gen. 27:30 "And it came to pass, as soon as Isaac had made 
an end of blessing Jacob, and Jacob was yet scarce gone out 
from the presence of Isaac his father, that Esau his brother 
came in from his hunting." 

Gen. 29: 17 "Leah was tender eyed; but Rachel was beautiful 
and weil favoured." 

Gen. 30:29 "And he said unto him, Thou knowest how I 
have served thee, and how thy cattie was with me." 

At first I thought that this HAYAH might be expressing 
the location ofthe cattle. The cattie were with Jacob. But as I 
looked at the context, it became apparent that Jacob was not 
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telling Laban about his cattle's location. There was more to 
it than that. Instead of reminding Laban of where his cattie 
had been, Jacob was reminding Laban of how his cattie 
had been. He was reminding Laban of how his cattie had 
prospered. He is emphasizing what had become of Laban's 
cattle. Let's see how other versions translate this HAYAH. 

Gen. 30:29 "But he said to him, "You yourself knowhow I 
have served you and how your cattie have fared with me." 
(NASB) 

Gen. 30:29 "Jacob said to him, "You yourself know how I 
have served you, and how your cattie have fared with me." 
(NRSV) 

Gen. 30:29 "Jacob said to him, "You know how I have 
worked for you and how your livestock has fared under my 
care." (NIV) 

Gen. 30:29 "And he said to him, Thou knowest how I have 
served thee, and what thy cattie has become with me." (DBY) 

Once again we see HAYAH as a dynamic condition that 
is best translated as "become." 

Gen. 31:40 "Thus I was; in the day the drought consumed 
me, and the frost by night; and my sleep departed from mine 
eyes." 

Jacob is descrihing his physical sufferings during the 
days and nights of taking care of Laban's livestock. He is 
descrihing what had become of him during that time. He is 
descrihing the dynamics of his situation. He is saying, "this 
is what became of me. It wasn 't "was" in the sense of this is 
what he always was. 
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Gen. 35:3 "And let us arise, and go up to Bethel; and I will 
make there an altar unto God, who answered me in the day 
of my di stress, and was with me in the way which I went." 

Gen. 35:5 "And they journeyed: and the terror of God was 
upon the cities that were round about them, and they did not 
pursue after the sons of Jacob." 

Gen. 35:16 "And they journeyed from Bethel; and there was 
but a little way to come to Ephrath: and Rachel travailed, and 
she had hard Iabour." 

Gen. 36:12 "And Timna was concubine to Eliphaz Esau's 
son; and she bare to Eliphaz Amalek: these were the sons of 
Adah Esau's wife." 

Gen. 37:2 "These are the generations of Jacob. Joseph, being 
seventeen years old, was feeding the flock with his brethren; 
and the lad was with the sons of Bilhah, and with the sons 
of Zilpah, his father's wives: and Joseph brought unto his 
fathertheir evil report." 

Gen. 38:5 "And she yet again conceived, and bare a son; 
and called his name Shelah: and he was at Chezib, when she 
bare him." 

Gen. 38:7 "And Er, Judah's firstborn , was wicked in the 
sight of the LORD; and the LORD slew him." 

As the Hebrew considered goodness or uprightness, so 
they did with wickedness. lt is a dynamic condition of the 
heart. If it were not so, no one could be saved. 
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Gen. 38:21 "Then he asked the men of that place, saying, 
Where is the harlot, that was openly by the way side? And 
they said, There was no harlot in this place." 

Gen. 38:22 "And he returned to Judah, and said, I cannot 
find her; and also the men of the place said, that there was 
no harlot in this place." 

Gen. 39:2 "And the LORD was with Joseph, and he was a 
prosperous man; and he was in the house of his master the 
Egyptian." 

Gen. 39:5 "And it came to pass from the time that he had 
made him overseer in his house, and over all that he had, that 
the LORD blessed the Egyptian's house for Joseph's sake; 
and the blessing of the LORD was u pon all that he had in the 
house, and in the field." 

Gen. 39:6 "And he left all that he had in Joseph's hand; and 
he knew not ought he had, save the bread which he did eat. 
And Joseph was a goodly person, and well favoured ." 

Gen. 39:20 "And Joseph's master took him, and put him into 
the prison, a place where the king's prisoners were bound: 
and he was there in the prison." 

Gen. 39:21 "But the LORD was with Joseph, and showed 
him mercy, and gave him favour in the sight of the keeper of 
the prison." 

Gen. 39:22 "And the keeper of the prison committed to 
Joseph's hand all the prisoners that were in the prison; and 
whatsoever they did there, he was the doer of it." 
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Gen. 41: 13 "And it came to pass, as he interpreted to us, so 
it was; me he restored unto mine office, and him he hanged." 

This is a very important verse in helping us understand 
HAYAH. If you reeall the situation in the Bi bie, Pharaoh had 
a troubling dream and wanted someone to interpret it. No one 
could. Then Pharaoh's butler remembered Joseph in prison 
and how he had correctly interpreted his and the baker's 
dreams. He tells Pharaoh that justas Joseph interpreted the 
dreams, so it became. What Joseph interpreted was what 
came to be. It wasn 't "was" because it hadn 't happenedat the 
time Joseph interpreted the dreams. It wasn't until three days 
later that what he had interpreted came to pass. This HAYAH 
would better be translated "became" or "came to be." 

Gen. 41:53 "And theseven years of plenteousness, that was 
in the land of Egypt, were ended." 

Gen. 41:54 "And the se ven years of dearth began to come, 
according as Joseph had said: and the dearth was in all lands; 
but in all the land of Egypt there was bread." 

Gen. 41:56 "And the famine was over all the face ofthe earth: 
And Joseph opened all the storehouses, and sold unto the 
Egyptians; and the famine waxed sore in the land of Egypt." 

Gen. 42:5 "And the sons of Israel came to buy corn among 
those that came: forthefamine was in the land of Canaan." 

Gen. 47:28 "And Jacob lived in the land of Egypt seventeen 
years: so the whole age of Jacob was an hundred forty and 
seven years." 

Gen. 50:9 "And there went up with him both chariots and 
horsemen: and it was a very great company." 
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This HAYAH is used in conneetion with descrihing the 
size of the army that accompanied Joseph when he took 
Isaac's body back to the land of Caanan to be buried. As 
a way of descrihing the size of something, I can see why 
the ancient Hebrews would think in dynamic terms rather 
than static ones. The size of sarnething is notequivalent to 
the thing itself. Armies aren't always the same size. Any 
particular army could increase or decrease in numbers over 
time, yet even with such dynamic change, it would still be 
an army. 

WAST 

Gen. 40:13 "Yet within three days shall Pharaoh lift up thine 
head, andrestore thee unto thy place: and thou shalt deliver 
Pharaoh's cup into his hand, after the former manner when 
thou wast his butler." 

HAYAH in Genesis 1:2 

There you have it! We have just finished looking at the 
68 instances of HAYAH in Genesis (other than Genesis I :2) 
that are translated "was" or "wast" in the King larnes Bible. 
Over 30 of them express the idea of "becoming," "came," 
"came to pass," or "coming to be." If nearly one-half of the 
HAYAHs translated "was" in Genesis actually express the 
idea of "became," then how can anyone say that HAYAH 
cannot be translated "became?" Add these to the 139 times 
that HAYAH is already translated as some form of "became" 
and we see that HAYAH conveys "became" over 169 times 
out of its 300 or so uses. I think it makes "became" a viabie 
translation. 

Unfortunately, we aren't finished. We can't quit here. 
There is another aspect of HAYAH that we must study. We 
need to look at the form of the verb in Genesis I :2 and 
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compare how that same verb form is translated elsewhere. 
Since different forms of a verb can express different ideas, 
we must concentrate our study of the verb form in Genesis 
1:2. Some argue that other forms of HAYAH may be trans
lated "became" but that the verb form in Genesis 1:2 can't 
mean "became." Weneed to see if that is true. The HAYAH 
in Genesis 1:2 is in the QAL Perfect form of the verb. So, 
what does that mean? If you're like me, that doesn't mean 
much. Since I'm nota Hebrew scholar, we need to see what 
Hebrew scholars say. 

QAL 

"The Qal stem is the basic verbal stem in Hebrew language. 
Approximately two-thirds of the verbal forms in the Old 
Testament are in this stem. The Qal stem can be divided into 
two main classes: verbs that re present action ... and verbs 
that describe a state of being ... "52 

There! Now we are Hebrew scholars! (But, I didn't say 
we were great Hebrew scholars.) We can say that the QAL 
is the most used verb form in the Old Testament, and that 
there is a division between QAL verbs of action and QAL 
verbs of being. Here is another clue to help us determine 
the meaning of HAYAH in Genesis 1:2. Is it in the form that 
represents ACTIONor in the form that describes a STATE 
OF BEING? If it describes a state of being, then it is more 
likely that the earth was (in a state of being) without form, 
and void. If it describes action, then it is more likely that 
the earth became (came to be) without form, and void. As 
you can probably guess, it is in a form that describes action. 
There are two sub-groups of QAL verbs that represent 
action. These are the QAL Imperfect and the QAL Perfect. 
Let's look at what they mean. 
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QAL Imperfect 

"The Qal Imperfect (qmf) indicates, in the active voice, 
simple imperfective action, viewed as part of a whole event 
or situation. 'If the priest that is anointed do sin ... ' (Lev. 
4:3); 'And Moab was sore afraid of the people ... ' (Num. 
22:3)."53 

The QAL Imperfect form of a verb describes an action. 
An imperfect verb tends to describe action as continuous 
or incomplete with respect to time. The QAL Imperfect 
of HAYAH would describe an action with respect to time 
rather than a being with respect to time. Therefore, HAYAH 
in the QAL Imperfect should not be translated "was" in the 
sense of a state of being. In fact, that's exactly what we see 
when we look at its translations. We will first look at the 
QAL Imperfect in its simple form and then we will look at 
a sub-category of the QAL Imperfect. There are over forty 
uses of the simple form of the QAL Imperfect of HAYAH 
in Genesis, but only one of them is translated "was" in the 
King larnes Bible. All the others are translated "shall be," 
"will be," or some variation of a "yet-to-be" ongoing action. 
Genesis 44:17 is a good example of how the QAL Imperfect 
of HAYAH is usually translated. 

Gen. 44:17 "But he said, 'Far be it from me that I should do 
so! Only the man in whose hand the cup was found shall be 
my servant. But as for you, go up in peace to hour father." 
(KN) 

If you remember the story, Joseph set his brothers up 
fora test. He had his own royal cup placed into Benjamin's 
sack of grain before they set out from Egypt to return to their 
father. Then when the cup was found, it would look as if 
Benjamin had stolen it. Joseph was telling his brothers that 
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the one whohad "stolen" the cup would BECOME his slave. 
The QAL Imperfect of HAYAH is used because it describes 
what Benjamin was to BECOME, not what Benjamin WAS. 
Again, the QAL Imperfect of HAYAH should not be trans
lated as a static condition of being. 

Now, you may bewondering why I am mentioning the 
QAL Imperfect of HAYAH when the HAYAH in Genesis 1:2 
is in the QAL Perfect. There are two reasons. First, I want 
you to see how the Hebrews thought when they used HAYAH. 
Even though the form of the verb is different, the verb itself 
has the same basic underlying concept. That concept was of 
a dynamic being or condition. Secondly, there is a verse in 
Genesis where the King larnes translatars translated the QAL 
Imperfect of HAYAH as "was," and I don't want to skip a 
"was" in Genesis. I don't want you tothink that I'm picking 
and choosing just the verses I want you to see. I don 't want 
you to think I am misleading you. Genesis 2:5 is the only 
place in Genesis where the QAL Imperfect of HAYAH is 
translated "was" in the King larnes Version. We need to see 
if this "was" expresses a dynamic or a static state of being. 

Gen. 2:5 "And every plant of the field before it was in the 
earth, and every herb of the field before it grew: for the 
LORD God had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and 
there wasnota man to till the ground." (KJV) 

We ' ve al ready looked at this verse and saw that it descri bes 
an action. lt is descrihing a dynamic condition. This verse 
describes the earth before plants "came into being." Look at 
how the New International Version translates it. 

Gen. 2:5 "and no shrub of the field had yet appeared on 
the earth and no plant of the field had yet sprung up, for the 
LORD God had not sent rain on the earth and there was no 
man to work the ground," (NIV) 
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HAYAH is a verb of action here. No shrub had yet 
appeared; no plant had yet sprung up. As I mentioned before, 
God describes the earth without plants as a dynamic condi
tion, but He describes the earth without man as a static condi
tion. No HAYAH is used in the phrase about man. Can you 
begin to get a feel for God's view of earth's condition before 
rnan's creation? Yes, these are God's words. He picked the 
way the Pre-Adamic earth should be described. He describes 
earth without man in a different way than He describes earth 
without plants. Earth had always been without man, but earth 
came to be without plants. One condition was statie; the other 
condition was dynamic. Are we willing to listen to God? 

So that you won't feel cheated, I am going to list all the 
QAL Imperfect uses of HAYAH in Genesis and show how 
they are translated in the King larnes Version. Again, I'm 
doing this so you can get a better feel for what went through 
the minds of the ancient Hebrews. 

QAL Imperfect of HAYAH in Genesis (KJV) 

he [2] 9:11,38:23 
become [1] 9:15 
keep f1J 33:9 
may be [1] 21:30 
shall be [25J 1:29, 6:19,9:2,9:3,9:25, 15:5, 15:13, 17:16, 
27:39, 28:22. 31:8. 31:8, 34:10,35:10,35:11 , 41:27,41:36, 
44: 10, 44: 10, 44:17' 47:24, 48:5, 48:6, 49:17' 49:26 
shall become 12] 48:19, 48:19 
shalt be [2] 4:12, 41:40 
should be [ l] 38:9 
will be [4] 16:12, 28:20, 34:15, 44:9 
will become L1 J 3 7:20 
.IDlS. [ 1] 2:5 
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Genesis 2:5 does not convey the idea of static being even 
though it is translated "was." Now, this isn 't the only place 
where HAYAH in the QAL Imperfect is translated "was." 
Th ere are other in stances of the QAL Imperfect of HAYAH that 
are translated "was," but they are not in the same form; they 
belong toa sub-category of the QAL Imperfect. This sub-cat
egory is the WA W Consecutive. What is a WA W Consecutive? 

WA W Consecuti ve 

"The Waw Consecutive (wcs) if two verbs are referring to 
the past in one continuous narration, only the first verb is 
in the Perfect, while any following verb is in the Imperfect 
with a prefixed waw. 'And Judah said unto Simeon ... I like
wise will go with thee into the lot. So Simeon went with 
him' (Judg. 1 :3); ' ... Yet ye say, Wherein hast thou loved us? 
. . . mI love Jacob' (Mal. 1:2). Conversely, in a continuous 
narration referring to the future only the first verb is in the 
Imperfect, while any following verb is in the Perfect with a 
prefixed waw. ' ... Let there be sought for my lord the king 
a young virgin: and let her stand before the king ... ' (1 Kgs. 
1 :2); ' . .. bring it into me, and I will hear it" (Deut. 1 :7)." 54 

Below are the instances of HAYAH in the WAW 
Consecutive, QAL Imperfect in Genesis that are translated 
"was" in the King larnes Bible. 

Gen. 1:3 Gen. 1:7 Gen. 1:9 Gen. I: 11 
Gen. 1:15 Gen. 1:24 Gen. 1:30 Gen. 4:2 
Gen. 5:32 Gen. 7:12 Gen. 7:17 Gen. 10:10 
Gen. 10:19 Gen. 10:30 Gen. 11:1 Gen. 11:30 
Gen. 12:10 Gen. 13:7 Gen. 17:1 Gen. 21:20 
Gen. 23:1 Gen. 25:20 Gen. 25:27 Gen. 26:1 
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Gen. 26:34 Gen. 27:30 Gen. 35:3 Gen. 35:5 
Gen. 35:16 Gen. 38:7 Gen. 39:2 Gen. 39:2 
Gen. 39:2 Gen. 39:5 Gen. 39:6 Gen. 39:20 
Gen. 39:21 Gen. 41:54 Gen. 47:28 Gen. 50:9 

We have looked at these already, but you should review 
them. Since they are in a form that represents action rather 
than being, we need to interpret them as conditions of action 
and not conditions of being. Again, I know that Genesis I :2 
doesn 't use the QAL Imperfect form of HAYAH; it uses the 
QAL Perfect form, but I want to spend some time on this. I 
want you to see how the ancient Hebrews used this word. 
I want you to begin to get a glimpse of what they thought 
about HAYAH. I want you to think like an ancient Hebrew. 

Since the HAYAH in Gen. 1:2 is in the QAL Perfect form, 
weneed tolook at what the QAL Perfect form means. 

QAL Perfect 

"The Qal Perfect (qpf) indicates, in the active voice, simpte 
perfective action, viewed as a whole. 'I will sing unto the 
Lord, because he bath dealt bountifully with me.' (Ps. 13:6); 
'Fora nation is come up upon the land ... ' (Joel 1:6)."55 (bold 
emphasis mine) 

Again we see a form of the QAL stem that descri bes 
ACTION RATHER THAN BEING. In this case, the 
action is usually viewed as completed. This is the form 
found in Genesis 1:2. Before we look at the QAL Perfect, 
let's examine a sub-category of the QAL Perfect, the WA W 
Conjunctive of the QAL Perfect. (Are you confused yet?) 
Let's find out what the WAW Conjunctive means. 
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WAW Conjuncti ve 

"The Waw Conjunctive (wcj) The letter waw serves as a link 
between two words, clauses, or sentences, and is affixed 
inseparably to the word that follows it. It is normally pointed 
with shewa, but may take other vowels depending on which 
letter ofthe alphabet it precedes. ' ... for Joseph was in Egypt 
a/ready' (Ex I :5); ' ... the nobles and princes of the prov
inces ... ' (Esth. I :3). lts meaning with verbs is so decisive 
that some view it as a separate conjunction. ' ... Be fruitful, 
and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas ... ' (Gen. I :22); 
'Behold ye among the heathen, and regard, and wonder mar
velously ... ' (Hab. 1 :5)"56 

WAWConjunctive ofthe QAL Perfect of HAYAH in 
Genesis (KJV) 

came to pass [I] 30:41 
shall be [2] 9: I3, 48:2I 

.IDlS [1] 38:5 

come to pass [I] 24:14 
shall come to pass [51 9: 14, 
24:43, 44:3I, 46:33, 47:24 

The only reason I mention the WAW Conjunctive of the 
QAL Perfect is because the King larnes translaters trans
lated one such HAYAH in Genesis as "was," and I want to 
thoroughly examine all the "was" translations of HAYAH 

in Genesis. I don 't want to leave even one out. All the 
other uses of HAYAH in the WAW Conjunctive of the QAL 

Perfect are translated something else. There is one verse in 
the King larnes Version of Genesis that translates the WA W 

Conjunctive, QAL Perfect form of HAYAH as "was." That 
verse is Genesis 38:5. 
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Gen. 38:5 "And she yet again conceived, and bare a son; 
and called his name Shelah: and he was at Chezib, when she 
bare him." 

As we have seen, it describes the dynamic condition of 
location. Here again, even though the HAYAH of Genesis 
38:5 is translated "was," it does not mean a static condition, 
being, or existence. lt is dynamic. 

The HAYAH of Genesis 1:2 (The QAL Perfect) 

Finally we get to the HAYAH of Genesis 1:2. lt is in 
the QAL Perfect form. This means that generally, it should 
be translated as a form of "to be" that implies a past com
pleted action and not a past static condition. Again, both 
the Imperfect and Perfect forms of the QAL stem imply 
ACTION rather than BEING. I willlist all the "was" trans
lations of HAYAH in Genesis that are in the QAL Perfect 
form. Following each verse in the KN (King larnes Version) 
I will list the PSV (Peasant Steve Version) (underlined) to 
show how a form of "became" makes better sense. I'll save 
Genesis 1:2 for last. 

Gen. 3:1 "Now the serpent was more subtie than any beast of 
the field which the LORD God had made. And he said unto 
the woman, Yea, bath God said, Ye shall not eat of every tree 
of the garden?" 

Gen. 3:1 "Now the serpent came to be more subtie than any 
beast of the field which the LORD God had made. And he 
said unto the woman. Yea. bath God said. Yeshall not eat of 
every tree of the garden?" 

Gen. 3:20 "And Adam called his wife's name Eve; because 
she was the mother of all living." 
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Gen. 3:20 "And Adam called his wife's name Eve: because 
she became the mother of all living." 

Gen. 4:2 "And she again bare his brother Abel. And Abel 
was a keeper of sheep, but Cain was a tiller of the ground." 

Gen. 4:2 "And she again bare his brother Abel. And Abel was 
a keeper of sheep. but Cain became a tiller of the ground." 

Gen. 4:20 "And Adah bare Jabal: he was the father of such 
as dweil in tents, and of such as have cattle." 

Gen. 4:20 "And Adah bare Jabal: he became the father of 
such as dweil in tents. and ofsuch as have cattle." 

Gen. 4:21 "And his brother's name was Jubal: he was the 
father of all such as handle the harp and organ." 

Gen. 4:21 "And his brother's name was Jubal: he became 
the father of all such as handle the harp and organ." 

Gen. 6:9 "These are the generations of Noah: Noah was a 
just man and perfect in his generations, and Noah walked 
with God." 

Gen. 6:9 'These are the generations of Noah: Noah became 
a just man and perfect in his generations. and Noah walked 
with God." 

Gen. 7:6 "And Noah was six hundred years old when the 
fiood of waters was u pon the earth." 

Gen. 7:6 "And Noah was six hundred years old when the 
fiood of waters came upon the earth." 
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Gen. 10:9 "He was a mighty hunter before the LORD: where
fore it is said, Even as Nimrod the mighty hunter before the 
LORD." 

Gen. 10:9 "He became a mighty hunter before the LORD: 
wherefore it is said. Even as Nimrod the mighty hunter 
before the LORD." 

Gen. 13:6 "And the land was not able to bear them, that they 
might dweil together: for their substance was great, so that 
they could notdweil together." 

Gen. 13:6 "And the land was not able to bear them. that they 
might dweil together: for their substance became great. so 
that they could notdweil together." 

Gen. 15: 17 "And it came to pass, that, when the sun went 
down, and it was dark, behold a smoking furnace, and a 
burning lamp that passed between those pieces." 

Gen. 15:17 "And it came to pass. that. when the sun went 
down. and it became dark. behold a smoking furnace. and a 
burning lamp that passed between those pieces." 

Gen. 26: 1 "And there was a famine in the land, beside the 
first famine that was in the days of Abraham. And Isaac went 
unto Abimelech king of the Philistines unto Gerar." 

Gen. 26: 1 "And there was a famine in the land. beside the 
first famine that came in the days of Abraham. And Isaac 
went unto Abimelech king of the Philistines unto Gerar." 

Gen. 26:28 "And they said, We saw certainly that the LORD 
was with thee: and we said, Let there be now an oath betwixt 
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us, even betwixt us and thee, and let us make a covenant with 
thee;" 

Gen. 26:28 "And they said. We saw certainly that the LORD 
came to be with thee: and we said. Let there be now an oath 
betwixt us. even betwixt us and thee. and let us make a cov
enant with thee:" 

Gen. 29:17 "Leah was tender eyed; but Rachel was beautiful 
and well favoured." 

Gen. 29: 17 "Leah was tender eyed: but Rachel came to be 
beautiful and well favoured." 

Gen. 30:29 "And he said unto him, Thou knowest how I 
have served thee, and how thy cattie was with me." 

Gen. 30:29 "And he said unto him. Thou knowest how I 
have served thee. and how thy cattie came to be with me." 

Gen. 31:40 "Thus I was; in the day the drought consumed 
me, and the frost by night; and my sleep departed from mine 
eyes." 

Gen. 31:40 "Thus I became: in the day the drought con-
sumed me. and the frost by night: and my sleep departed 
from mine eyes." 

Gen. 36:12 "And Timna was concubine to Eliphaz Esau's 
son; and she bare to Eliphaz Amalek: these were the sons of 
Adah Esau's wife." 

Gen. 36:12 "And Timna became concubine to Eliphaz 
Esau's son: and she bare to Eliphaz Amalek: these were the 
sons of Adah Esau's wife." 
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Gen. 37:2 "These are the generations of Jacob. Joseph, being 
seventeen years old, was feeding the flock with his brethren; 
and the lad was with the sons of Bilhah, and with the sons 
of Zilpah, his father's wives: and Joseph brought unto his 
fathertheir evil report." 

Gen. 37:2 "These are the generations of Jacob. Joseph. 
being seventeen years old. came feeding the flock with his 
brethren: and the lad was with the sons of Bilhah. and with 
the sons of Zilpah. his father's wives: and Joseph brought 
unto his fathertheir evil report." 

Gen. 38:21 "Then he asked the men of that place, saying, 
Where is the harlot, that was openly by the way side? And 
they said, There was no harlot in this place." 

Gen. 38:21 "Then he asked the men of that place. saying. 
Where is the harlot that was openly by the way side? And 
they said. There came no harlot in this place." 

Gen. 38:22 "And he returned to Judah, and said, I cannot 
find her; and also the men of the place said, that there was 
no harlot in this place." 

Gen. 38:22 "And he returned to Judah. and said. I cannot 
find her: and also the men of the place said. that there came 
no harlot in this place." 

Gen. 39:22 "And the keeper of the prison committed to 
Joseph's hand all the prisoners that were in the prison; and 
whatsoever they did there, he was the doer of it." 

Gen. 39:22 "And the keeper of the prison committed to 
Joseph's hand all the prisoners that were in the prison: and 
whatsoever they did there. he became the doer of it." 
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Gen. 41:13 "And it came to pass, as he interpreted to us, so 
it was; me he restored unto mine office, and him he hanged." 

Gen. 41: 13 "And it came to pass. as he interpreted to us. 
so it became: me he restored unto mine office. and him he 
hanged." 

Gen. 41:53 "And theseven years of plenteousness, that was 
in the land of Egypt, were ended." 

Gen. 41:53 "And the se ven years of plenteousness. that 
came in the land of Egypt. were ended." 

Gen. 41:54 "And theseven years of dearth began to come, 
according as Joseph had said: and the dearth was in all lands; 
but in all the land of Egypt there was bread." 

Gen. 41:54 "And the seven years of dearth began to come. 
according as Joseph had said: and the dearth was in all lands: 
but in all the land of Egypt there came to be bread." 

Gen. 41:56 "And the famine was over all the face ofthe earth: 
And Joseph opened all the storehouses, and sold unto the 
Egyptians; and the famine waxed sore in the land of Egypt." 

Gen. 41:56 "And the famine came over all the face of the 
earth: And Joseph opened all the storehouses. and sold unto 
the Egyptians: and the famine waxed sore in the land of 
Egypt." 

Gen. 42:5 "And the sons of Israel came to buy corn among 
those that came: forthefamine was in the land of Canaan." 

Gen. 42:5 "And the sons of Israel came to buy corn among 
those that came: forthefamine came in the land of Canaan." 
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Here we see the twenty-tive instauces of HAYAH in the 
QAL Perfect form that are translated "was" in Genesis in the 
King larnes Bible. Again, this is the same form as in Genesis 
1:2. I can substitute "became," "came," "came to be," or 
some other form of "become" in all of them and they make as 
much sense, or even more sense than the word "was." In other 
words, every instanee of HAYAH in the QAL Perfect form 
that is translated "was" in Genesis in the King larnes Bible 
describes a dynamic "becoming" rather than a static "being." 
Someone teil me again that the QAL Perfect form of HAYAH 
CANNOT be translated as a dynamic condition of becoming. 

By now your brain might be a little overworked by all 
this talk about Hebrew rules of grammar. I know it is con
fusing and tedious, and you might have been tempted toskim 
over it too quickly. Please, stop for a moment and read this: 
In The Book of Genesis, every instanee of HAYAH in the 
QAL Perfect form (the same form that is used in Genesis 
1:2) that is translated "was" in the King James Bible, 
actually describes a dynamic condition of becoming and 
nota static condition ofbeing. So, what is God telling us in 
Genesis 1:2? What is the best INFORMATIONAL transla
tion? Only the Gap Theory interprets Genesis with the infor
mation that God revealed. 

Gen. 1:2 "But the earth had become without form, and void; 
and darkness was u pon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of 
God moved upon the face of the waters." (PSV) 

Summary of the Evidence for the Restoration Theory 

1. Qualitied Hebrew scholars contirm that HAYAH can 
be translated "became." The Restoration Theory is not 
based on an unscholarly interpretation. 

2. Job 38:4-6 describes the creation of the earth as a pro
cess over time. The Restoration Theory agrees. 
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3. The Restoration Theory has been believed and defended 
by theologians for hundreds, if not thousands of years. 
lt is not sarnething dreamed up to campromise the Bible 
with evolution. 

4. Isaiah 45:18 reveals that God did not create the earth 
a desolate waste. This is what the Restoration Theory 
teaches. 

5. Job 38:7 shows that the angels rejoiced over the creation 
of the earth, thus indicating that the earth wasn 't created a 
desolate waste. The Restoration Theory agrees with this. 

6. Job 38:8-11 reveals that there was a global ftood accom
panied by global darkness that happened before Adam 
was created. This is one of the beliefs of the Gap Theory. 

7. Paul indicates in 2 Corinthians 4:6 that God had already 
created light in the universe before Genesis 1:3. Light 
was created at the tirst beginning. The Gap Theory is in 
agreement. 

8. According to the Bible, the creation of the earth came 
before the tirst day of creation. Genesis 1: 1-2 is not a 
title or summary of creation. This is at the heart of the 
Restoration Theory. 

9. Jeremiah 4:23-26 reveals that the Pre-Adamic earth was 
made TOHUW WAW BOHUW by God's tieree anger. 
The Restoration Theory says that the earth was judged 
by God's tieree anger. 

10. Isaiah 34:11 contirros that TOHUWand BOHUW describe 
Divine judgment. The Restoration Theory agrees again. 

11. Interpreting TOHUW WAW BOHUW to mean some
thing other than Di vine judgment violates accepted rul es 
of letting Scripture interpret Scripture. The Restoration 
Theory doesn't violate this rule. Rather, it enforces it. 

12. The Restoration Theory explains why God pronounced 
that His works of restoration were "good," but did not 
say that of the heavens and the earth in Genesis 1:2. 
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13. The writings of Job and Ezekiel combined with the 
teachings of Jesus and John show that earth had two 
separate beginnings. The Restoration Theory prevents a 
contradietien between what Jesus and John taught about 
Lucifer and what Job and Ezekiel taught. 

14. The descriptions of what Lucifer did to the earth match 
with the descriptions of what God did to the Pre-Adamic 
earth as a result of sin. This fits with the Restoration 
Theory. 

15. Both Haggaï 2:6 and Hebrews 12:25-27 reveal that God 
has previously judged (shaken) the Pre-Adamic heavens 
and earth. Only the Restoration Theory mentions a Pre
Adamic judgment. 

16. The Restoration Theory explains the discrepancy 
between the order of fossils seen in the Geological 
Column and the order of creation/restoration mentioned 
in Genesis 1:3-31. God did not resto re life in the same 
order He had originally created it. 

17. The Restoration Theory explains the phenomenon of 
"Living Fossils." Some things had died millions of years 
ago and God restoredthem recently. 

18. The Restoration Theory explains why some dating tech
niques indicate a Young-Earth while other dating tech
niques indicate an Old-Earth. 

19. The Gap Theory actually explains the "gaps" in the 
fossil record. Geological evidence repeatedly shows 
both the sudden appearance and the sudden disappear
ance of species. The Bible gives noclues as to when or 
how often God created Pre-Adamic life forms. He may 
have periodically visited earth to create new species. At 
the same time, Lucifer and his angels may have been 
responsible for the sudden kill off of old species. 

20. The meaning of YOWM in Genesis One can only mean 
a literal twenty-four hour day. The Restoration Theory 
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and the Young-Earth Theory agree with the Bible on this 
meaning, but the Day-Age Theory doesn't. 

21. The observations of science indicate that the universe is 
old. The Restoration Theory and the Day-Age Theory 
agree with these scientific observations, but the Young
Earth Theory doesn 't. 

22. The Restoration Theory reveals there were intelligent 
beings on the earth befere man. This is what paleontolo
gists seem to have discovered. Science doesn 't disagree 
with Scripture. 

23. The Ruin-Restoration Theory teaches that the judgment 
and restoration of the earth was a foreshadow of what 
Christ does for fallen man. The visible heavens deelare 
the invisible glory of our Redeemer. Redemption is not 
seen in the heavens if they were never redeemed. 

24. Jeremiah saw the earth in a condition of having dry land 
but no light while Genesis shows the earth in a condition 
of having light but no dry land. There is no contradie
tien here; the Gap Theory explains the proper historica! 
sequence of events. 

25 . Hebrews 11:3 reveals that God created an age befere our 
present age. This was the Pre-Adamic age that the Gap 
Theory presents. 

26. The New Testament mentions the "catabolism of the 
world." This was what God did when He made the 
earth TOHUW WAW BOHUW as explained by the Ruin
Restoration Theory. 

So now I think you see my motive for believing in the 
Restoration Theory. I think you understand why I believe what 
I believe; not just what I believe. lt's not a matter of being 
able to manipulate Hebrew grammar rules.lt is nota matter of 
trying to make the Bible agree with The Theory of Evolution. 
lt doesn't! lt is a matter of seeing how Scripture agrees with 
Scripture. lt is a matter of showing how God 's Works agree 
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with God's Words. lt is a matter of giving Jesus Christ all the 
Glory He so richly deserves. He is the God of Mercy, Grace, 
Forgiveness, and most of all, the God of Restoration 

It is amazing how the Gap Theory is rejected as a weak 
argument by Young-Earth and Day-Age creationists. Their 
theories have far less evidence. Their theories create prob
lems and confusion. lf you study the other creation theo
ries with an open heart, I think you will discover that they 
have little biblical and scientific evidence in their favor. 
Why then does the Restoration Theory receive such criti
cism? Satan doesn't want us to see how the handiwork of 
God reveals His invisible attribute of Redeemer/Restorer. 
The Gap Theory glorifies God by revealing how His restora
tion of the fallen earth foreshadows His restoration of fallen 
man. Unbelievers, please listen to me. Believe on the Lord 
Jesus Christ, and you will be restored. 

Dear unsaved friends: I know some ofyou have rejected the 
Bible because you believe it is full of lies and errors. I under
stand your rejection. I wouldn't believe it either if it taught 
things that weren't true. lf you have read this hook with an 
open mind, then I think you now realize that the Bible doesn 't 
teach many of the things that you have been told, things you 
objected to, things you knew weren't true! The Bible reveals 
the truth. The Bible reveals the truth about the origin of man, 
and more importantly, the Bible reveals the truth about the 
destiny of man. Most importantly, the Bible reveals the truth 
about YOUR destiny. God will not tolerate sin. He will not 
tolerate your sin and He will not tolerate my sin. We all have 
sinned, and we are doomed toface God's eternat judgment 
if we reject God's gift of forgiveness and salvation through 
Jesus Christ. All of us are fallen beings in need of restoration, 
and that restoration comes only from the God who restores. 
That restoration comes only by faith in Jesus Christ. 

Here is the most important truth you need to know: God 
loved you enough to become your substitute for His own 
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wrath against your sin. He came as a human baby born in 
the most humbie of circumstances. He became a Dirt-Man. 
He lived a human life full of the same suffering, sorrow, 
pain, and temptations that we all face. However, He did it 
without succumbing to sin. He Iived a perfect life, but He 
died a most horribJe death. When Jesus went to the cross, it 
wasn ' t a symbolic act of self-sacrifice. lt was to pay in full 
the price for our sins. When He screamed out, "My God, 
My God, Why have you forsaken Me," it wasn't due to the 
physical pain of the nails in His hands and feet. He cried out 
because God was judging Him in our place. For three hours 
the Father forsook His beloved Son. For three hours God 
caused darkness to cover the land. He caused the samekind 
of darkness that covered the pre-Adamic earth. In those three 
hours of darkness, Jesus was judged in our place and bore 
an eternity of heli for each and every one of us. He did this 
because He didn 't want you to have to bear it. He didn ' t want 
you to suffer eternat death. The Bibleis very clear about how 
we must be saved. Believe that Jesus went to the cross to be 
your substitute for the punishment for your sins, and you 
will be saved. 

John 3:16 "For God so loved the world, that He gave His 
only begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not 
perish, but have eternallife." (NASB) 
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